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This guide will help the contractor’s staff overcome some of the difficulties
encountered on a typical international contract using FIDIC forms. The majority of
FIDIC-based contracts use the Red Book (Conditions of Contract for
Construction), so this book concentrates on the use of those particular forms.
Supplementary comments are included in Appendix C for the Yellow Book (Plant
& Design-Build) recommended for use where the contractor has a design
responsibility. The Contractor is represented on site by the Contractor’s
Representative who carries the overall responsibility for all the Contractor’s onsite activities. In order to provide guidance to the Contractor’s Representative
and his staff, this book is divided into five sections: A summarized general review
of the Red Book from the Contractor’s perspective. A review of the activities and
duties of the Contractor’s Representative in the same clause sequencing as they
appear in the Red Book. A summary of these activities and duties but arranged in
order of their likely time sequence on site. This has the added intention of
providing the Contractor’s Representative with a means of ensuring that
documents are not only properly provided to the Employer and Engineer, but
most importantly that they are provided within the time limits specified in the
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Contract. A selection of model letters is provided which make reference to the
various clauses of the contract requiring the Contractor to make submissions to
the Employer or Engineer. Various appendices. The guide is not intended to be a
review of the legal aspects of FIDIC- based contracts; legal advice should be
obtained as and when necessary, particularly if the Contractor has little or no
knowledge of the local law. Armed on site with a copy of The Contractor and the
FIDIC Contract, the Contractor’s Representative will be more able to avoid
contractual problems rather than spend considerable time and energy resolving
those problems once they have arisen.
This new edition builds on Brian Totterdill's legacy and will ensure that all users
are brought up-to-date with the most recent FIDIC developments and its
expansion into a more international arena.
A practical, step-by-step guide on how to prepare and respond to construction
claims. Everyone involved in the preparation or review of construction claims
should have this book to hand. The book examines the different types of claim
common to construction contracts and presents a step-by-step guide to
demonstrate the process of building up a fully detailed claim submission. It
includes advice on: Contract administration for claims and claims avoidance.
Identifying the various types of claim. The key points for an effective claim or
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response document. The essential elements to be included in a claim or
response. Extension of time claims. Claims for additional payment. Principles of
delay analysis. Quantum calculations. Responses and determinations to achieve
agreement and avoid disputes. A note on dispute boards. The advice given in the
book is supported by worked examples of typical claims and responses with
sample wording. The book includes a foreword by Roger Knowles, who has this
to say: “The book is without a doubt fully comprehensive and goes though the
preparation of a claim from A to Z. I have no hesitation in recommending it to
students, beginners, those involved on a day-to-day basis with time and cost on
projects, as well as the seasoned claims consultants”. This book is suitable for
contracts managers, commercial managers, project managers, quantity
surveyors, engineers and architects. A practical, step-by-step guide on how to
prepare and respond to construction claims. Everyone involved in the preparation
or review of construction claims should have this book to hand. The book
examines the different types of claim common to construction contracts and
presents a step-by-step guide to demonstrate the process of building up a fully
detailed claim submission. It includes advice on: Contract administration for
claims and claims avoidance. Identifying the various types of claim. The key
points for an
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FIDIC Contracts: Law and Practice is sure to become the leading industry
standard guide to using the FIDIC forms, and is the only book to date which deals
with the whole suites of contracts, including the new gold book for Design, Build
and Operate projects. The White & Case work is outstanding in its detailed
consideration and treatment of the legal aspects of the interpretation and
application of the Conditions, touching on many points that most people would
not have encountered. Humphrey LLoyd, International Construction Law Review
[2010] ICLR 386
Understanding FIDIC explains in simple and practical terms what is often seen as
a very complex range of international engineering and construction contracts.
Covering the FIDIC 2017 Red, Yellow and Silver Books (referred to as "The
Rainbow Suite"), the book gives an overview of all three contracts, including
coverage of changes between the 1999 contracts and the present 2017 suite.
FIDIC contracts are widely used as far afield as Europe, the Middle East, Asia
and Australia, and this book provides a practical yet thorough guide to the key
elements that practitioners preparing and administering these contracts would
need to be aware of. In his approachable and readable style, Kelvin Hughes
covers: The obligations and responsibilities of the Employer, the Employer’s
Representative, the Engineer and the Contractor Quality and Defects Liability
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Design Responsibility and Liability Variations, Measurement and Payment
Procedures Progress, Delays, Extensions of Time and Completion Suspension
and Termination Insurances Employer’s and Contractor’s Claims The Dispute
Avoidance/Adjudication Board and the Resolution of Disputes Tendering Anyone
working with FIDIC contracts whether as the Employer, Employer’s
Representative, Engineer or Contractor will benefit greatly from this easy-to-read
guide to the Rainbow Suite. Students on professional courses or researching the
contracts for project work will also find this book extremely useful.
FIDIC contracts are the most widely used contracts for international construction
around the world and are used in many different jurisdictions, both common law
and civil law. For any construction project, the General Conditions of Contract
published by FIDIC need to be supplemented by Particular Conditions that
specify the specific requirements of that project. The International Application of
FIDIC Contracts: A Practical Guide provides readers with detailed guidance and
resources for the preparation of the Particular Conditions that will comply with the
requirements of the applicable laws that apply to the site where the work is
carried out, and for the governing law of the contract, for a number of the
jurisdictions in which FIDIC contracts are used. This book is essential reading for
construction professionals, lawyers and students of construction law.
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An Ideal Source for Geologists and Others with Little Background in Engineering
or Mechanics Practical Rock Mechanics provides an introduction for graduate
students as well as a reference guide for practicing engineering geologists and
geotechnical engineers. The book considers fundamental geological processes
that give rise to the nature of rock masses and control their mechanical behavior.
Stresses in the earth’s crust are discussed and methods of measurement and
prediction explained. Ways to investigate, describe, test, and characterize rocks
in the laboratory and at project scale are reviewed. The application of rock
mechanics principles to the design of engineering structures including tunnels,
foundations, and slopes is addressed. The book is illustrated throughout with
simple figures and photographs, and important concepts are illustrated by
modern case examples. Mathematical equations are kept to the minimum
necessary and are explained fully—the book leans towards practice rather than
theory. This text: Addresses the principles of rock mechanics as it applies to both
structural geology and engineering practice Demonstrates the importance of and
methods of geological characterisation to rock engineering Examines the
standard methods of rock mechanics testing and measurement as well as
interpretation of data in practice Explains connections between main parameters
both empirically as well as on the basis of scientific theory Provides examples of
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the practice of rock mechanics to major engineering projects Practical Rock
Mechanics teaches from first principles and aids readers’ understanding of the
concepts of stress and stress transformation and the practical application of rock
mechanics theory. This text can help ensure that ground models and designs are
correct, realistic, and produced cost-effectively.
The construction process, right through from planning and design to use and
demolition, has a major impact on society. Traditionally, concern has been
focused on its environmental impact and the quest for sustainability, but this has
now extended into the wider remit of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR).
Essentially, this means that businesses must act (voluntarily) in a socially ethical
manner by developing a policy that encompasses the core principles enshrined
by CSR. A unique presentation on a topic of emerging importance, Corporate
Social Responsibility in the Construction Industry is essential reading for all built
environment undergraduate and post-graduate courses, as well as CEOs and
senior managers within construction businesses who may be about to embark on
developing a CSR strategy.
Dieses Sprach-Lehrbuch wurde speziell für Architekten und Bauingenieure
entwickelt, um sie zu befähigen bei der Kommunikation auf Englisch in der
Berufspraxis mit fachlicher Kompetenz zu überzeugen. Das Buch folgt den
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einzelnen Planungs- und Ausführungsphasen und ermöglicht somit auch ein
schnelles und gezieltes Nachschlagen während eines laufenden Bauprojektes.
Die 5. Auflage wurde überarbeitet und neu strukturiert. In Kooperation mit der
Gesellschaft für Weiterbildung im Bauwesen(GeWeB) steht den Kunden des
Buches zur Vertiefung der Lerninhalte ein kostenfreies E-Learning Modul mit 15
Übungen zum Hörverstehen sowie weiteren Aufgaben zu Grammatik und
Fachvokabular zur Verfügung.
The FIDIC Conditions of Contract for Construction and the Conditions of Contract
for Plant and Design-Build (known as the 1999 Red Book and the 1999 Yellow
Book) were first published in 1999 and have been used for a large number of
contracts around the world. During 2005, FIDIC and the multilateral development
banks cooperated to publish the MDB Harmonised Conditions of Contract for
Construction. This book is a revised and extended edition of the authors earlier
guides.
Launched in 1991, the New Engineering Contract (NEC) has become one of the
UK's leading standard forms of contract for major construction and civil
engineering projects. Currently in the third edition, popularly known as NEC 3, it
is a process based construction contract embodying project management best
practice, and thus the basic philosophy behind the contract is different to the
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more adversarial principles and approach of other standard construction
contracts. Written as a practical guide to the application of the procedures
contained in NEC 3, this book will aid users in the transition from their use and
understanding of the other standard construction contracts to the collaborative
project management based approach of the ECC. Written for anyone working in
the construction industry working on a project under the ECC, it will be of interest
to the complete construction supply chain including employers, construction
professions, contractors and sub-contractors. It will also be of interest to
consultants and lawyers advising any of these parties, either in the preparation of
contract documentation or the resolution of problem situations which may arise. A
practical guide to the application of the procedures contained in the NEC
Engineering and Construction Contracts Written specifically for people actually
using and administering the NEC contracts – rather than lawyers Covers all the
variations created by the Main and Secondary Options
These Standard Prequalification Documents serve as a guide for those wanting
to prequalify to bid on large contracts for projects financed by the World Bank.
Qualifying as a bidder is separate from the bid evaluation process. Before
invitations to bid on large or especially complex works projects are issued, a
process of prequalification is required to select competent bidders. This
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document helps bidders through the prequalification process. To simplify
presentation by applicants for prequalification, standard forms have been
prepared for the submission of relevant information. Guidance notes and
examples are provided for the implementing agency making the evaluation.
Annexes give information about prequalification that are likely to be of interest to
potential bidders on World Bank projects. NOTE: This replaces Standard
Prequalification Document: Procurement of Works (September 1999), Stock no.
14601 (ISBN 0-8213-4601-6).
This book provides an essential guide for the successful operation of a contract
let under the NEC Engineering and Construction Contract (ECC).It includes a
brief history of the development of the NEC family of contracts, detailed advice
on contract strategy and an outline of the main clauses and procedures of the
ECC. It discusses the experience of users from all parts of the industry and, most
importantly, takes readers through the changes necessary for the effective and
efficient operation of the ECC. This book covers NEC2 only.
Written by a member of the FIDIC President’s List of Adjudicators, this detailed
and critical commentary on the FIDIC Red Book provides authoritative guidance
and recommendations for best practice. Focusing on each Clause of the
Condition of Contract, this book identifies pitfalls and logistics issues associated
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with its enforcement and ancillary processes, to give readers an advantage when
operating with the FIDIC Red Book. Intended to promote the best use and growth
of FIDIC, this guide will be essential for all users of the FIDIC Red Book, be they
contractors, lawyers, engineers, students training to join these industries or any
professional involved in the resolution of disputes involving the FIDIC Red Book.
The revised and updated comprehensive resource for Quantity Surveyors
working with a construction contractor The second edition of Construction
Quantity Surveying offers a practical guide to quantity surveying from a main
contractor's perspective. This indispensable resource covers measurement
methodology (including samples using NRM2 as a guide), highlights the complex
aspects of a contractor's business, reviews the commercial and contractual
management of a construction project and provides detailed and practical
information on running a project from commencement through to completion.
Today’s Quantity Surveyor (QS) plays an essential role in the management of
construction projects, although the exact nature of the role depends on who
employs the QS. The QS engaged by the client and the contractor's QS have
different parts to play in any construction project, with the contractor's QS role
extending beyond traditional measurement activities, to encompass day-to-day
tasks of commercial building activities including estimating, contract
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administration, and construction planning, as well as cost and project
management. This updated and practical guide: Focuses on the application,
knowledge and training required of a modern Quantity Surveyor Clearly shows
how Quantity Surveying plays an essential central role within the overall
management of construction projects Covers measurement methodology, the key
elements of the contractor's business and the commercial and contractual
management of a construction project The construction industry changes at fast
pace meaning the quantity surveyor has a key role to play in the successful
execution of construction projects by providing essential commercial input.
Construction Quantity Surveying meets this demand as an up-to-date practical
guide that includes the information needed for a Quantity Surveyor to perform at
the highest level. It clearly demonstrates that quantity surveying is not limited to
quantifying trade works and shows it as an important aspect of commercial and
project management of construction projects.
- The planning system - Financing the project - Public sector projects Public/private sector partnerships - Tender process - The construction contract Construction insurance - Ways of operating - Working with others - Working
internationally - The engineer's appointment - Collateral warranties - Professional
indemnity insurance - Copyright and intellectual property - Employment law Page 12/19
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Computers and IT - Law of contract - Law of tort - Environmental law - Health and
safety law - Insolvency in construction - Administration of claims - Litigation Arbitration - Adjudication
This work examines the International Federation of Consulting Engineers'
contracts and breaks them down, making them both easier to understand and to
refer to.
FIDIC Users' GuideA Practical Guide to the 1999 Red and Yellow BooksThomas
Telford
In 1999, a suite of three new conditions of contract was published by FIDIC, following the basic
structure and wording harmonised and updated around the previous FIDIC Design-Build and
Turnkey Contract (the 1992 ‘‘Orange Book’’). These conditions, known as the ‘‘FIDIC
rainbow, were the Conditions of C- tract for: l Construction, the so-called Red Book, for works
designed by the Employer l Plant and Design-Build, the so-called Yellow Book, for works
designed by the Contractor l EPC/Turnkey Projects, the so-called Silver Book, for works
designed by the Contractor The ?rst is intended for construction works where the Employer is
responsible for the design, as for per the previous so-called Red Book 4th Edition (1987), with
an important role for the Engineer. The other two conditions of contract are intended for
situations when the Contractor is responsible for the design. The Plant and Design-Build
Contract has the traditional Engineer while the EPC/Turnkey Contract has a two-party arranment, generally with an Employer’s Representative as one of the parties.
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Construction Law in the United Arab Emirates and the Gulf is an authoritative guide to
construction law in the United Arab Emirates and the Gulf. The principal theme is the contrast
between construction law in an Islamic civil law jurisdiction and construction law in a common
law jurisdiction. • the first authoritative text on the application of the laws of the UAE •
extensive extracts from the region's applicable laws, all translated from Arabic, and hundreds
of judgments of the most senior courts used to back up the analysis provided
The terms of the Conditions of Contract for Design - Build and Turnkey have been prepared by
the Federation Internationale des Ingenieurs Conseils (FIDIC) and are recommended for
general use for the purpose of the design and construction of works where tenders are invited
on an international basis; with minor modifications, the Conditions are also suitable for use on
domestic contracts.
This work aims to keep criminal lawyers up to date with the latest cases and legislation, and
includes longer articles analyzing current trends and important changes in the law. Drawing all
aspects of the law together in one regular publication, it allows quick and easy reference
Construction drafting is a central part of commercial property transactions, raising complex
issues of law, interpretation and procedure. The key to addressing these issues lies in having
rapid access to draft forms of agreement and specialist expertise based on a sound
understanding of industry practice, case-law and current legislation.Manual of Construction
Agreements is a complete guide to all aspects of the relevant law and practice. Richard
Cockram, one of the country's leading construction lawyers, provides detailed and authoritative
commentary and a review of all standard form agreements relevant to the UK construction
market. In addition there is an exhaustive suite of over 100 expertly drafted forms and
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precedents, together with comprehensive annotations.It is regularly updated to cover relevant
developments in construction law and practice, and is fully up-to-date with the recent
amendments to the Housing Grants, Construction and Regeneration Act 1996, effected by the
Local Democracy, Economic Development and Construction Act 2009.The CD-ROM contains
fillable Word documents of forms and precedents for use in connection with building and civil
engineering contracts, particularly in cases incorporating the JCT 2011 or ICE or NEC
standard forms, and the related appointment of consultants and ancillary documentation.
FIDIC contracts are the most widely used contracts for international construction around the
world and are used in many different jurisdictions, both common law and civil law. For any
construction project, the General Conditions of Contract published by FIDIC need to be
supplemented by Particular Conditions that specify the specific requirements of that project
subject to the relevant laws. FIDIC Contracts in Asia Pacific provides readers with detailed
guidance and resources for the preparation of the Particular Conditions that will comply with
the requirements of the applicable laws for a number of the jurisdictions in which FIDIC
contracts are used. The laws that apply to the governing law of the contract, construction
works and dispute resolution in each jurisdiction are identified. This book offers chapters on the
FIDIC Conditions of Contract for Underground Works, and the perspective of a bilateral aid
agency on the use of FIDIC contracts. Each jurisdiction features an outline of its construction
industry and information on the impact of Covid-19 on both the execution of construction
projects and the operation of construction contracts. This book is essential reading for
construction professionals, lawyers and students of construction law using FIDIC contracts.
This work provides a detailed hands-on guide to the drafting, negotiation and interpretation of
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natural gas and LNG sales and transportation contracts Explains the critical components of the
agreements which set out the terms between buyers, sellers, transporters and shippers,
leading to the sale and transportation of gas and LNG. Discusses the nature of gas and LNG
(including shales and unconventionals) and the contracting process Offers clause-by-clause
commentary on the typical provisions within gas and LNG sales and transportation agreements
Pinpoints the key issues and suggests solutions to problems that can arise Identifies the legal
and commercial issues involved at each stage, from quality specification and force majeure to
liabilities/limitations and dispute resolution, and advises how they should be handled in the
contract. Provides discussion on the commercialisation of natural gas in light of recent
concerns about climate change, cleaner energy sources and the security of energy supplies
Includes expertly drafted precedents, also on a CD-ROM for rapid drafting Written from the
perspective of English law but in the light of international experience and practice
Written by experienced and innovative projects lawyer Arent van Wassenaer, this book
explains what the critical success factors are for construction projects to be completed on time,
within everyone’s budget, to the right quality, with all stakeholders satisfied and without
disputes. In so doing, van Wassenaer discusses how such projects could be structured,
tendered for, executed and completed, and what legal and non-legal mechanisms are available
to achieve success in construction projects. Using examples of real projects, A Practical Guide
to Successful Construction Projects provides tools for those in leading and managerial
positions within the construction industry to change – where necessary – their usual
operational methods into methods which are aimed at achieving project success.
The book analyses every aspect of the ease or otherwise of implementing the FIDIC Yellow
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Book Conditions of Contract. On a clause-by-clause basis, it highlights important structural
features and suggests alternative text to avoid problems with the contract. Written in a userfriendly manner by an expert user of the FIDIC Suite of Contracts, who is a Member of the
FIDIC President’s List of Adjudicators, this book will be a vital reference point for contractors,
lawyers, engineers, arbitrators and all others concerned with the FIDIC contracts.
In September 1999, FIDIC introduced its new Suite of Contracts,which included a “new” Red,
Yellow, Silver and Greenforms of contract. The “new” Red Book was intended toreplace the
1992 fourth edition of the Red Book, with the ambitionthat its use would cease with time. This
ambition has notmaterialised and is unlikely to do so in the future. Despite the importance of
the 1999 Forms, there has been verylittle published on the new concepts adopted in them and
how theyinteract with the previous forms. This important work considersthese aspects together
with the many developments affecting thefourth edition of the Red Book that have taken place
since 1997,when the second edition of this book was published, and relatesthem to key
contracting issues. It is written by a charteredengineer, conciliator and international arbitrator
with wideexperience in the use of the FIDIC Forms and in the various disputeresolution
mechanisms specified in them. Important features of this book include: · background and
concepts of the various forms ofcontract; · a detailed comparison of the wording of the1999
threemain forms, which although similar in nature; it neverthelesssignificantly differs in certain
areas where the three formsdiverge due to their intended purpose; · analysis of the rights and
obligations of the partiesinvolved in the contract and the allocation of risksconcerned; · a range
of ‘decision tree’ charts, analysingthe main features of the 1992 Red Book, including
risks,indemnities and insurances, claims and counterclaims, variations,procedure for claims,
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programme and delay, suspension, payments andcertificates, dispute resolution mechanisms,
and disputeboards; · a much enlarged discussion of the meaning of“claim” and “dispute” and
the types ofclaim with a discussion of the Notice provision in the 1999 formsof contract for the
submittal of claims by a contractor and by anemployer; · the FIDIC scheme of indemnities and
insurancerequirements; and the methods of dispute resolution provided by thevarious forms of
contract; and · five new chapters in this third edition, the first fourchapters deal with each of the
1999 forms and the fifth chapter isconfined to the topic of Dispute Boards.
When all parties involved in the construction process fully understand their roles and are able
to anticipate potential points of conflict, disputes and delays will be minimised. The Employer’s
and Engineer’s Guide to the FIDIC Conditions of Contract sets out the essential administrative
requirements of a FIDIC based contract by reference to the FIDIC 1999 Red Book. The
obligations and duties of the Employer and the Engineer are identified and discussed. Potential
pitfalls are highlighted and likely consequences pointed out. The importance of the Employer’s
role in the preparation of tenders, which fully reflect his requirements and duties and
obligations arising in the execution of the works, is emphasised. The key role of the Engineer
in the effective administration of contracts after award is examined and commentary provided.
Included in the guide are a number of appendices, including model letters which will be of
value to less experienced staff (particularly those whose mother-tongue is not the English
language). Engineers, quantity surveyors and project managers engaged in the contractual
administration of international projects using FIDIC forms of contract will find the concise
guidance in simple and jargon-free language provided here invaluable. This, together with the
author’s earlier book, Contractor’s Guide to the FIDIC Conditions of Contract - which
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describes the duties, rights and responsibilities of the Contractor – represents the totality of
supervision, design and execution of construction projects executed under the FIDIC
Conditions of Contract. This book’s companion website offers invaluable resources to freely
download, adapt and use: Model letters for use by the Employer Model letters for use by the
Contractor Sample Interim Payment Certificate Model Form for Submissions to the Engineer
Model Form of Engineer’s Order for Varied Works Model Form of Daywork/Daily Record
Sheets
"O lançamento desta obra inovadora se dá em excelente momento, no qual se intensifica o
debate acerca da necessidade de financiamento privado para grandes obras de infraestrutura,
assim como diante de uma possível maior entrada de players internacionais no mercado de
construção civil pesada nacional. Apesar de tratar-se de livro fruto de tese de doutoramento, o
autor traz à discussão temas com consequências práticas, como o conceito e importância dos
dispute boards, da existência de timelines em um contrato de construção, do sistema de
reclamações e reivindicações inerentes ao modelo contratual Red Book, entre outros tantos
cujo estudo e amadurecimento são fundamentais para a melhora do ambiente legal,
institucional e negocial no Brasil. Estamos, portanto, diante de uma obra com conteúdo
inegavelmente acadêmico, a auxiliar os estudiosos do Direito da Construção, mas que não
deixa desamparados aqueles que buscam soluções para problemas de ordem prática ou o
aclaramento de conceitos rotineiros. Enfim, leitura fundamental para acadêmicos e
profissionais do Direito"
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